Surf Sleuth (Seine Nets) Journal Questions

1. Label the parts of the fish.

   __________
   __________
   __________
   __________
   __________
   __________
   __________
   __________
   __________

Vocabulary:
Dorsal Fin, Lateral Line, Eye, Mouth, Pelvic Fin, Pectoral Fin, Caudal Fin, Operculum, Anal Fin

2. Why is the lateral line important to a fish?

3. Why is it important to have weights at the bottom of the seine net?
4. What are some animals or plants that you caught during surf sleuth? Draw one.

5. How do you think the tide might affect what things you catch?

6. What does surf sleuth mean?

7. How well do you think your team worked together? What could be done better? What could your team do to improve how you use a seine net in the future?

8. Where does the data you collected go? What does it help tell us?